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Abstract: Flying splicer is a key component of web-fed offset presses for automatically replacing the exhausting web roll with a new one without stopping the machine. The composition and working principle of pneumatic controlling mechanism for operating the flying splicer is analyzed according to the processing requirements of automatic web alternation. By using the software FluidSim, the pneumatic sequential operation controlling circuitry with multi-cylinders for driving the flying splicer is designed, in which the air cylinders cooperate to accelerate the new reel to the circumferential velocity of the expiring web, paste the adhesive end of the new reel on the expiring web, and cut off the remaining piece of expired web. A system scheme and designing method of the PLC-based pneumatic controlling system suitable for automatic web roll change on high speed offset printing presses is brought out.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Flying splicer is an important part of the web-fed offset printing presses which can perform the replacement of the exhausting web roll with the new roll automatically. The web-fed offset printing presses running at the average web speed of 80m/s use up a web roll of 1 meter diameter in approximately 15 minutes, while manual changing of the web roll frequently will result in waste of the raw materials, such as paper, ink and dampening solution, and the decrease of production efficiency. So the flying splicers are usually adopted to change the reels automatically without slowing down the press running speed on the modern printing presses [1].

At present, the main suppliers of flying splicer include MEG Tech, ManRoland, BaldWin, etc. The newest product of MEG could accomplished the reel change at the maximum running speed of 1079m/min, which is primarily used for newspaper web-fed offset printing presses and semi-commercial web-fed offset printing presses [2, 3].

2. WORK PRINCIPLE OF THE FLYING SPILICER

The flying splicer is basically composed of reel chucks, reel arm, new reel accelerating mechanism, pasting and cutting off mechanism, and web pre-tension control system [4].

The pre-tension control unit is composed of the dancing roller, drawing rollers and diaphragm brakes, all of which perform the web tension detecting and adjusting [5, 6]. During the printing process, the tension of the running web may be influenced by many factors, such as the roll shape, the printing speed, the substrate performance, and etc. [7]. Once the tension of web fluctuated, the dancing roller would be shifted by the pulling power of the web and the sensor for monitoring the stroke of the dampening cylinder supporting the dancing roller would send the displacement increment to the central control PC [8, 9]. The adjustment instruction then would be sent to the pneumatics valve, which controls the stroke of the diaphragm besides the reel chuck for modifying the rotating velocity of the roll, subsequently the tension of the web is corrected [10, 11]. The position alternation of the engaged roll and idle roll is acted by the motor which drives the reel arm to rotate and moves the web roll to the working position.

The reel accelerating mechanism is composed of driving motor, accelerating belt, activating cylinder of the frame, and velocity monitor, all the parts speed up the standstill new reel to match with the running web for automatic web changing. The pasting of the front end of the new reel to the expiring web and the separating of the residual expired web is carried out by the pasting and cutting off mechanism, which is basically composed of pasting arm, foam roller, cutting knife, and their driving pneumatic cylinders [12].

The reel stand usually holds two or three web rolls in the chucks, one of them is unwinding for feeding web into the printing units, and the other ones are ready for substituting the running web as long as the running one is expiring and needs to be changed. Before the idle reel is clamped on the reel stand, its front end is trimmed into V- or W-shape and stuck to its surface with the double-sided adhesive seal. Along its V-shape edge, the double-sided adhesive tape is also pasted on its surface. The metal or black mark is especially stuck on the front end for monitoring the rotating speed of the roll.

When the capacity of using web roll is enough, as shown in Fig. (1), the reel arm is held at the fixed position to keep the using web roll in the working position. The web is unwinding with the constant tension maintained by the pretension unit and the brake mechanism [13], and the new roll
is keeping at the ready position statically. At the same time, the accelerating belt, foam roller and cutting knife are held in the non-working position.

To trigger the reel changing automatically, the web status has to be electronically monitored. Paper consumption is measured continuously by tachogenerators, and the roll diameter is calculated accordingly. Once diameter of the expiring web roll reaches the certain value, the signal for activating the flying splicer to start the changing process is sent to the central console [14]. As shown in Fig. (2), the new roll is firstly moved to the working position by its driving motor and the piston of the accelerating belt activating cylinder get out to push the belt on the surface of the web roll. The driving motor accelerates the belt and the new roll by the friction between it and the belt. The friction coefficient of the belt and the pressure it inflicted on the reel surface must be appropriate not only to accelerate the reel with enough friction power, but to prevent the relative friction between them for avoiding fracturing the roll surface. The angular velocity of the belt wheel is monitored by photoelectric velocity tester which catches the light signal reflected from the black mark sticking on the new web and is added up gradually by the motor drivers. When the surface linear velocity of the new reel is equal to the velocity of the expiring web, the central controlling system will stop accelerating and keep it in the constant velocity [15]. At the same time, the instruction is sent to the direction controlling valve to active the pneumatic cylinder, by which the pasting arm is pushed to the working position for getting ready for the pasting. After a delay time for stabilized the pasting arm, the foam roller was driven to press down the expiring web
on the new reel. Under the pressure imposed by the foam roller, the front head of the new reel with the double-side adhesive is stuck to the expiring web and the pasting seal is broken synchronously. Once the superimposed webs are unwound for some length, the cutting knife swings to prick the expiring web broken driven by the cutting knife activating cylinder. The foam roller cooperates with the diaphragm brake to tension the web for promising the knife to cut the web successfully. The stroke detector of the cutting knife activating cylinder will send a signal to central control system, once the piston approaches to the detector, immediately the central control system makes all the piston rods retract to their original positions. When all the mechanisms recover their ready status, the reel change is finished completely [16].

During the automatic changing of web rolls, the running speed of the presses are usually reduced in some degree for assuring the success of the web changing, because the tension of the two unwound web would fluctuate intensively at the moment of cutting the expired web apart [17].

3. COMPOSITION OF THE FLYING SPLICER CONTROLLING SYSTEM

The control system of the flying splicer aims to direct all the sub-mechanisms to change the web automatically though synergetic control [18]. Its composition is shown in Fig. (3). During the change process, the important parameters, such as the diameter and rotation speed of web roll, tension and speed of web, the stroke of all the pneumatic cylinders, speed of driving motors and braking torque are monitored through the sensors and detectors and fed back to the central control system. The suitable signals trigger the central control system to send constructions to the corresponding mechanisms, such as electric devices, motors and pneumatic cylinders, which carry out the setting motions according to the certain rules and sequence to finish the alternation of the web rolls [19, 20].
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Fig. (3). Control system of flying splicer.

All modules dominated by the central control system feed the signals back and achieve constructions to drive their actuators to carry out the corresponding motion, as shown in Fig. (4).

The forwarding velocity of the using web and the rotating velocity of the web reel are detected by the sensors, by which the diameter of the using web roll is calculated. Once the diameter of the using roll is equal to the setting value, the web changing process would be triggered. The reel arm is driven by the motor and its decelerator to bring the reel to working position, the position sensors promises the web roll to stop at the accurate place [21, 22]. All the sequence motion and stroke control of the pneumatic cylinders are carried out by the cooperation of the stroke switches and their direction control valves through the central PLC control module [23, 24].

4. DESIGN OF PNEUMATIC CONTROL SYSTEM OF FLYING SPLICER

The most important actions of automatic web change, like accelerating the new reel, pasting and cutting the expired web off are carried out by the pneumatic cylinders. The motion stability and accuracy of stroke control are the key factors of the pneumatic system performance which influence the success of web change. Fluctuation of web tension easily happens when the expiring web roll is very small and rotates in high speed, so the pasting of web and cutting off the expired web must be finished in one breath. If the web change isn’t done successfully, the web needs to be threaded into the printing units again. In the extreme situation, the separated web would wind on the blanket cylinder or squash into the inking rollers and the paper oddment would be blended with ink and dampening solution, which is very difficult to clean and time wasting. According to the requirement and control principle of web pasting, the pneumatic control system was designed in the software FluidSim [25], which is made up of the suitable electromagnetic...
direction valves and cylinders, shown in Fig. (5). The system was debugged by the software simulation module.

As shown in Fig. (5), the engaging and disengaging of the accelerating belt is dominated by the cylinder C1, which
is activated by the electromagnetic valve 1YA. When the diameter of the using web roll is very small and needs to be changed, the driving motor rotates the reel arm to moves the new web roll to the working position. Once the new reel arrives at the setting position, the position switch will send a signal to trigger the valve 1YA to activate the cylinder to push the belt on the surface of the new reel. The cylinder C2 performs the action of swing the pasting arm to the working position with the foam roller and the cutting knife getting to the ready place. The direction control valve 2YA is triggered by the comparison result between the forwarding velocity of the using web and the surface linear velocity the accelerated new reel. Only is the velocity of the using web equal to that of the new reel, the compressed air pushes the rod of C2 out. The cylinder C3 carries out the motion of swing the foam roller to press the using web on the new reel, which is activated by the delay time signal triggered by the rod of cylinder C2. The delay time aims to stabilize the pasting arm for promising the success of the change. The cutting of expired web is finished by the cutting knife which is driven by the cylinder C4. The activating of C4 is administrated by the direction control valve 4YA, which is triggered by the signal of delay time induced by the rod of cylinder C3. The front end of the new reel is successfully pasted to the expiring web and left the pasting zone through the delay time. The cutting knife returns immediately when the rod of cylinder C4 triggers the stroke switch 8S. As long as the rod of C4 return to its original position, the stroke switch 7S is triggered, which directs the cylinders C3, C2 and C1 to retreat their rods to the start positions in the non-working status. The diaphragm cylinder C5 collaborates with cylinder C6 which drives the dancing roller to translate in a certain distance to keep the web tension at the constant value along with the web moving process [26].

5. PROGRAM DESIGN FOR FLYING SPLICER BASED ON GT-DESIGNER CONFIGURATION SOFTWARE

FX2N PLC was used as the upper control module for the experimental flying splicer and a F940GOT touch screen was connected to the PLC for supplying the human-computer interaction whose control program was compiled by using the GT-Designer configuration software [27].

The control program of the manipulator based on the PLC was compiled in the software GX-Developer by using the sequential function chart language. The input port X0 was assigned to the manual operating buttons in the touch screen interface, while the input ports from X1 to X12 were allocated to the position sensors and pressure detectors which monitored the piston stroke of the pneumatic cylinders for receiving the feedback signals. The last input port, X12, was assigned to the rotation velocity monitor of the running web roll, by which the trigger signal of starting the web changing process was sent to the PLC control system [28, 29]. Output port Y0 was used to transferring the running information to the display box on the touch screen, and output ports from Y1 to Y14 were all connected to electromagnet coils on the directional control valves for manipulating the pneumatic cylinders motion. The wiring diagram of the PLC module for controlling the flying splicer was shown as Fig. (6).

6. CONCLUSION

(1) The stability of the flying splicer had a key role on guaranteeing the continuous and high efficient productivity of the web-fed offset printing presses.

(2) The flying splicer design scheme was proposed, in which the web change was performed by the collaboration of the pneumatic control system and driving motors without slowing down the running speed of the presses.

(3) The abnormality of the web roll shape could induce the tension oscillation of the web, which would interrupt the pasting process of web rolls. To overcome this problem, the friction imposed on the expiring web by the foam roller and the braking torque put on the web reel shaft by the diaphragm cylinder adjustment were utilized to ensure the pasting motions propitiously with the assistant of the pre-tension unit. Adoption of the pneumatic control system and junior tension control system was the feasible and practical method.
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